Introduction shift in response time course, summate optimally. Stimuli moving in the null direction would first activate fast Some cells in cat and monkey visual cortex show strong responses and then slower responses. The peaks of preferences for the direction of stimulus motion (Hubel these responses will be asynchronous (Figure 1 , right). and Wiesel, 1959 Wiesel, , 1968 . Primary visual cortex is the Shifting excitatory time course models and spatially first stage in the geniculocortical visual pathway where offset inhibition models are not mutually exclusive, since direction selectivity is encountered in these animals, so inhibition could act synergistically with excitatory mechthe mechanisms underlying direction selectivity must be anisms. found there. A wealth of studies on direction-selective As yet there have been no studies mapping spatio-temsimple cells in cat striate cortex have concluded that poral responses of direction-selective cells in primates. two kinds of mechanisms are most likely to be involved
The first experiments in this study were undertaken to in generating direction selectivity: (1) spatial offsets besee if direction-selective cells in primates, simple or tween excitation and inhibition and (2) shifts across the complex, also show oriented space-time maps. To date, receptive field in the time course of excitatory reall studies on mechanisms of direction selectivity have sponses. Figure 1 diagrams how these two mechanisms been in anesthetized animals. This study represents the could each contribute to direction selectivity. Each first receptive-field mapping study of direction selectivmechanism is based on some heterogeneity of response ity in alert animals. Though it is reasonable to assume properties across the receptive field, simplified here as no difference in the underlying mechanisms of direction two subregions with different responses to flashed selectivity in anesthetized and alert monkeys, there is stimuli.
an advantage to using alert animals because the higher Early studies on direction selectivity in anesthetized firing rates often allow one to see inhibition directly cat V1 implicated inhibitory mechanisms, because re- (Snodderly and Gur, 1995) . sponses to stimuli moving in the null direction were usually smaller than would be predicted from responses Results to stationary flashed bars (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Goodwin et al., 1975; Ganz, 1984; Ganz and Felder, The mapping techniques used in this study combine 1984). Pharmacological studies in cats and primates aspects of the static field map (response-plane) techalso have implicated inhibitory mechanisms in direction nique (Stevens and Gerstein, 1976; Palmer and Davis, selectivity (Sillito, 1975 (Sillito, , 1977 Sato et al., 1995) . How 1981a) and the reverse correlation technique (Jones and inhibition contributes to direction selectivity is neverthe Palmer, 1987) , with the novel modification that the data less still unknown. One simple way that has been proare corrected for eye position (Livingstone et al., 1996) . posed for inhibition to contribute to direction selectivity Figure 2 shows why the eye-position correction modifiis diagrammed in Figure 1 (left); inhibition is usually cation was developed. As described by Motter and Poggio (1984), Snodderly and Kurtz (1985) , and Snodderly imagined to be delayed relative to excitation, so if a The diagrams show how spatial offsets between excitation and inhibition (left) and differences in excitatory response timing (right) could produce direction selectivity. Both mechanisms are based on differences in response properties across the receptive field, and these differences are stylized here as two subregions, a and b. For both mechanisms the upper two panels show responses to flashed stimuli in two subregions (a and b) of the receptive field; for both models the preferred direction of motion is downward, from subregion a toward subregion b; subregion a represents the preferred side of the receptive field, and subregion b the null side. (Left) A stimulus presented in subregion a gives an excitatory response to a flashed bar, and in subregion b gives a delayed inhibitory response. To mimic a stimulus moving in the preferred direction (a toward b), the response from subregion a is added to a temporally rightward shifted response from subregion b. If a stimulus crosses the excitatory region first, the cell responds and is not inhibited until after the peak of the excitatory response. In the null direction, the inhibitory region is crossed first, so the excitation and inhibition add up in phase, in this example giving no response at all. (Right) The time course of the response is slower in subregion a and faster in subregion b. To mimic a stimulus moving in the preferred direction (a toward b), the response from subregion a is added to the response from subregion b, with the response from subregion b shifted rightward, because the stimulus arrives there later. Thus, the responses summate in phase. To mimic null-direction stimulation, the response from subregion a is shifted rightward, and the responses add up out of phase. In the simplest linear version of this model, the total spikes in response to either direction of motion are the same, but the peak response is higher in the preferred direction than in the null direction. A threshold operation would then result in different spike totals. (1987) , in both humans and monkeys, even during fixaFor each cell, the optimum orientation was determined using a field of flashing oriented bars, and then tion, gaze position shifts by several tenths of a degree subsequent stimuli were always of the optimum orientaabout once every second. Figure 2 shows two typical tion. While the monkey held fixation, a small spot or eye-position records for horizontal (h) and vertical (v) optimally oriented bar having luminance contrast with eye position, obtained while the monkey performed a the background was flashed at random positions covfixation task. The monkey was rewarded for keeping his ering and immediately surrounding the cell's receptive gaze within 1Њ of a 0.05Њ fixation spot. Even while the field. A continuous history was kept of stimulus position, monkey's gaze was directed at the fixation spot, he eye position (every 4 ms), and spike occurrence (at 1 made small adjustments in gaze. Because the eye monims resolution). Retrospectively, separate average posttor is not completely linear across the visual field, it stimulus response histograms were calculated for stimwould be less accurate to try to correct for eye position ulus presentations at each location across the receptive beyond a few degrees away from the fixation spot. For field. A series of such histograms are shown for one this study, I therefore used data only from those stimulus direction-selective cell in Figure 3A . This cell's preferred presentations when the eyes were within a given disdirection of stimulus motion was from locations repretance (1Њ-3Њ) of the fixation spot, and within that window sented at the bottom of the figure toward locations repcorrected the data for eye position. Thus, spikes are resented at the top. Going in the preferred direction, correlated with stimulus position on the retina, rather this cell showed a progressive shortening of the rethan with stimulus position on the screen. sponse onset time across the receptive field and a concomitant increase in response transiency. Also, firing was reduced to below background levels between ‫06-04ف‬ ms after stimulus onset in the histograms from 3.6Њ-5.0Њ across the receptive field. (Note: throughout this paper I will refer to such regions of decreased firing as showing inhibition. It is possible that the decrease in firing does not represent inhibitory input onto the cell showed properties consistent with both mechanisms at the indicated spatial and temporal scale. Even though gaze posidiagrammed in Figure 1 . In subsequent figures, these tion remains within the 1Њ gaze limits, the monkey's gaze position same kind of data for other cells will be presented as varies within that limit. We developed our technique for eye-positioncontour plots in space-time coordinates; a space-time corrected mapping to correct for these small shifts in gaze position.
contour plot for these same data is shown overlaid on
These traces also show that most of the time the monkey's eyes are not moving, so we do not correct for the movements themselves.
the histograms in Figure 3B . The space-time plot for this cell shows an overall This cell showed the same direction preference for dark bars as for light bars. It was a complex cell, in that upward and rightward slope, corresponding to the fact that the response peaks earlier and becomes more tranregions that responded to light bars spatially coincided with regions that responded to dark bars. Hubel and sient on going from the preferred to the null side of the receptive field. As diagrammed in Figure 1 , a cell whose Wiesel (1962) described spatially nonuniform complex cells, but they did not use both black and white stimuli, excitatory response time course shifts across the receptive field can give a larger peak response to one to distinguish between a nonuniformity of off and on regions versus a nonuniformity of excitation and inhibidirection of stimulus motion than to the other. The overall response time course at each point, and not just the tion. Here, although on and off regions overlap, excitation and inhibition are spatially offset. latency or the time to peak, should be important in predicting how each part of the receptive field will contribTwenty-nine direction-selective cells were similarly mapped with flashed bars (Figure 4 ). These space-time ute to the response to a moving stimulus. McLean and Palmer (1989) determined the slope of their space-time plots show each cell's response to an optimally oriented bar presented at 20 positions across a 5Њ-wide region plots by calculating the spatial centroid at each point in time, and then fit a line to these points. This calculation covering the receptive field. The vertical axis is time after stimulus onset, and the horizontal axis represents gives a reasonable approximation of the slope of the function only if the spatio-temporal map is elongated eye position-corrected stimulus position at stimulus onset. The plots are oriented so that for each cell, the vertically, but if the map is wide or horizontally sloped, the calculated slope will be more vertical than the actual preferred direction of stimulus motion is represented as going from left to right; that is, in each panel, the preslope of the function. I therefore calculated instead the axis of the moment of inertia (see Appendix). The wide ferred side of the receptive field is at left and the null side is at right. For each cell, solid contour lines represent gray line on the contour plot in Figure 3B shows the slope of the major axis of the moment of inertia, which increments of two standard deviations above background firing, and dotted contour lines represent decrecorresponds to the overall slope of the space-time plot. Figure 3C shows how this slope corresponds to the ments of one standard deviation below background firing. range of velocities over which this cell was direction selective.
The space-time plots for the cell shown in Figure 3 Figure 4 , panels 11a-11c. The responses are quite elongated, the major axis is longer than the minor axis; for plots that are round, the major and minor axis lengths transient, and there are only small differences between are equal, so the ratio of the major and minor axes can responses to different duration stimuli, though all three be used to differentiate the elongated plots from those stimulus durations show the same shortening of rethat are essentially round. Figure 6 shows the slant of sponse time course in the preferred direction across the these maps plotted in polar coordinates: each point receptive field, and all three show evidence of belowcorresponds to one cell, the angle corresponds to the baseline firing 40-60 ms after stimulus onset in the null angle of the major axis of the moment of inertia, and side of the receptive field. For this cell, the gradual shift the radius corresponds to the ratio of the lengths of the in response timing is evident as an upward and rightward major and minor axes minus 1. In this way, the points slope in each space-time plot, and the inhibition on the corresponding to the unslanted maps cluster at the vertinull side of the receptive field is shown by the dotted cal and horizontal axes, the points for the round maps contours. By inspection, many other direction-selective cluster at the origin, and the points for the slanted maps cells show slanted space-time plots, and the orientation lie in either the left or right quadrant. By inspection, the of the slant is usually up and to the right; that is, the points for most of the nondirectional cells lie on the response peaked sooner and was often more transient vertical axis or near the origin, while points for many of on going from the preferred toward the null side of the the directional cells lie in the right quadrant. The fact receptive field. This is similar to what was previously that there are no direction-selective cells that fall well found for simple cells in the anesthetized cat (Reid et in the left quadrant is consistent with the observation al ., 1987 McLean and Palmer, 1989; that most of the direction-selective spatio-temporal al., 1991; DeAngelis et al., 1993; McLean et al., 1994) . maps slant to the right, corresponding with the cells' Many of these direction-selective cells also show an preferred direction. asymmetric region of inhibition on the null side of the McLean and Palmer (1989) and Reid et al. (1991) comreceptive field. This inhibitory response usually occurred pared the slants of the space-time plots of cat simple slightly later than the excitatory response. No cells cells with each cell's preferred direction and velocity showed the reverse arrangement of excitation and inhiand found a good overall match. I did not make a thorbition with respect to direction preference. Some cells ough study of these cells' velocity tuning, but most cells did not show any slant in their space-time plots (3, 4, were tested with smoothly moving bars at 1.25Њ, 2.5Њ, 19, 24, and 25), though these cells did show a region of 5Њ, 10Њ, 15Њ, and 20Њ/s. Most of the cells gave directioninhibition on the null side of the receptive field.
selective responses to stimuli moving between 1.25Њ All the cells were tested with both light bars and dark and 15Њ/s; only three cells were directional at 20Њ/s. This bars, and they all showed the same direction preference range of velocities is bracketed by the gray lines in for both contrasts (though some cells showed varying Figure 6 . The spatio-temporal slants of many of the didegrees of direction selectivity to dark bars). All but one rection-selective cells fall outside this range, suggesting of these cells were complex, in that the dark-bar and that the shifting response time course may not be the light-bar excitatory response regions overlapped, and major determinant of direction selectivity in these cells. the light-bar and dark-bar inhibitory regions, if present,
The space-time plots of some of the cells in the present also overlapped. Cell 13 was a simple cell, with spatially study (e.g., 11, 13, 18, and 24 in Figure 4 ) show regions separate light-bar and dark-bar excitatory regions.
with different slants, as is sometimes seen in the spaceFor comparison, space-time plots of 40 nondirectional time plots of direction-selective simple cells in cat V1 complex cells are shown in Figure 5 . Because these (McLean and Palmer, 1989; DeAngelis et al., 1993 ; cells showed no direction selectivity, the left-right orien- McLean et al., 1994; Emerson, 1997; Reid et al., 1997) . tation of the graphs is arbitrary. None of the space-time
The more horizontal component of these plots, and the plots of the nondirectional cells were noticeably slanted, similarly horizontal slopes of cells such as 23, 27, and and none showed the asymmetric inhibition seen in 28 correspond to a stimulus velocity of about 200Њ/s. many of the direction-selective cells. Some did show This is a much higher stimulus velocity than the cells' delayed inhibition, as shown by the dotted contours, optimal stimulus velocity, which was on average 10Њ/s but the inhibition was approximately symmetric across for cells with eccentricities between 10Њ and 15Њ. This the receptive field.
preferred velocity correlates better with the slope of the To quantitate the impression that the space-time plots tails of the space-time plots of many of the cells or with of many of the direction-selective cells are slanted in a the more vertical slopes seen in cells 2, 8, 15, 16, or 22. direction corresponding to the preferred direction of Thus, although the direction of the slant usually corremotion, whereas the plots of nondirection-selective cells lated well with these cells' direction preference, the are not, I calculated the axis of the moment of inertia slope did not always correlate with the velocity range for each plot in Figures 4 and 5 (see appendix). Since over which the cells were direction selective. the space-time plots of some cells were almost round
In order to evaluate the contribution of asymmetric (such as the first cell in the last row of Figure 5 ), in those inhibition and slanted space-time characteristics to direction selectivity, I measured how well the flashed-bar cells the calculated slope is irrelevant. For plots that are flashed bar duration at each of the 20 positions.) The lower right corner of each panel shows if it was clear if the cell was recorded in layer 5 or 6, or above layer 4C. Layer 5/6 cells were identified by being within 500 m of the receptive-field jump that indicates going from the opercular cortex to the roof of the calcarine sulcus. Cells indicated as being above layer 4C were probably in layer 4B, and were recorded in the calcarine sulcus, after passing through a region of high spontaneous activity, with monocular responses that lacked orientation selectivity. Circles indicate nondirectional cells, and crosses represent direction-selective cells. The angle of each point represents the angle the major axis made with the vertical. The radius represents the ratio of the lengths of the major and the minor axis minus 1; maximum ratio ϭ 2. For direction-selective cells for which data for more than one stimulus duration were available, the angles and ratios were ted lines) responses for two of the direction-selective cells studied in this way (ignore the gray lines for the moment). For many cells, the moving-bar response prethan the real response for movement in the null direction. This difference implies that inhibition plays an important dicted from the flashed-bar responses is not smaller for the null direction than for the preferred (it is even role in generating direction selectivity by decreasing the response in the null direction. This idea is further sometimes larger). This is probably because, as mentioned above, the slope of the space-time plot often did supported by the observation that for some cells, the response to the apparent movement stimulus, moved not match the cell's preferred velocity. An additional 12 cells were examined in this manner ( Figure 7B ), and all in the null direction, was smaller than the response to a single flashed bar in the center of the receptive field. showed the same result: the predicted preferred response was about the same as, or slightly larger than,
The conclusion that inhibition decreases the response in the null direction is in agreement with a large number the real response for movement in the preferred direction, but the predicted null response was much larger of previous studies in anesthetized cat (Palmer and Davis, 1981b; Ganz, 1984; Ganz and Felder, 1984 ; Emerthe excitatory space-time map could be a result of a son et al., 1987; Reid et al., 1987; Shapley et al., 1991;  symmetrical excitatory input with a delayed inhibitory Tolhurst and Dean, 1991) . As shown in Figure 1 , one bite taken out of one side of it. very simple way to generate inhibition that is more effective for null-direction stimuli would be to have a receptive
Predictions from a Model with field with a region of delayed asymmetric inhibition loAsymmetric Inhibition cated on the null side, and this is seen in many of the Barlow et al. (1964) and Barlow and Levick (1965) , studydirection-selective cells in Figure 4 .
ing direction-selective units in the rabbit retina, similarly The fact that the response predicted by summing the found that responses to stimuli sequentially flashed in shifted flashed-bar responses overestimates the null rethe null direction were usually smaller than responses sponse for the real moving bar means that the measured decrease in firing below background in response to the to the same bars flashed individually, implying that inhiflashed bar underestimates the actual inhibition. It would bition must be involved in generating the null-direction not be surprising if the inhibition were larger than what response. They also found that cells were directionwas measured, since with extracellular recording inhibiselective throughout the receptive field, implying the tion can be measured only as a decrement in firing rate, existence of direction-selective subunits throughout and even a very large inhibitory event can only reduce the receptive field. Barlow and Levick reasoned that if the firing rate to zero, and not below. As summarized the null-direction inhibition were due to a spatial offset in the discussion, when similar comparisons (between between excitation and inhibition within a subunit, there predicted and real responses) were made for cat simple should be a region on the preferred side of the receptive cells it was also necessary to assume an unmeasured field where there was no direction selectivity, and they inhibitory input. The assumption usually made is that indeed observed this. I do not have the spatial resolution light-bar inhibition exists in the off-region, and that it is to determine whether there are multiple subunits within temporally identical and of equal but opposite magnia receptive field, but in eight strongly direction-selective tude to the dark-bar excitatory response actually meacells, I did do a similar experiment to ask if spatially sured there. Because the cells in this study were mostly offset inhibition could contribute to direction selectivity. complex, and did not show spatially separate light-and A single light-bar stimulus was moved smoothly back dark-bar excitatory regions, I could not make the same and forth across a 5Њ-wide region covering the cell's assumption. Nevertheless, the presence of a measurreceptive field while the animal held fixation. Then, keepable region of inhibition on the null side of many spaceing the sweep of the bar constant, a larger and larger time plots, and the large notch on the null side of many fraction of the null side of the stimulus sweep was ocof the excitatory regions (cells 4, 6, 7, 9, 18, and 20 in cluded. As more and more of a cell's activating region Figure 4 ) suggested that the shape of the excitatory was occluded (always from the null side) the response in response map might be sculpted by inhibitory prothe preferred direction got smaller, but the null-direction cesses.
response got larger. The data from this experiment were Therefore, in an attempt to explain both the decrease not corrected for eye position, but data were collected in the null-direction response and the shape of the only if the monkey kept his gaze within 1Њ of the fixation spatio-temporal maps, I calculated the inhibition needed spot for the entire sweep. Figure 8A shows results typito produce the observed spatio-temporal map from a cal of all the cells tested, with the the smallest increment spatially symmetric one. To do this, the spatial middle in the observed null response pictured in panel iii. Inteof the excitatory response was calculated by finding the grated responses to each direction of motion under a center of the first 5 ms of the excitatory response. Then, series of partial occlusion for all eight cells cells are the left half of this response map was mirror reversed shown in Figure 8B , and average changes in total reand subtracted from the right half of the response. This sponse are shown in Figure 8C . For several of the cells difference represents how much excitation would need tested, when a significant fraction of the null side of the to be subtracted from a symmetrical response to obtain activating region was occluded, the cell became almost the actual response. For most of the direction-selective completely nondirectional. cells, the observed spatio-temporal map could be ac-
The fact that the null-direction response got larger counted for by a combination of a spatially symmetric when part of the receptive field was occluded is consisexcitatory response and a delayed, spatially offset inhibtent with the presence of a region of inhibition on that itory response. For almost all the cells examined, the side of the receptive field. The fact that the preferredinhibition needed to give the observed response map direction response did not generally get larger further from a symmetrical excitation was on the null side of implies that the inhibition is not activated, or is not actithe receptive field, delayed compared to the excitation, vated soon enough, by stimuli moving in the preferred and larger and closer to the excitatory region than the direction. This could happen either if the inhibition were small inhibition (if any) actually measured. When this delayed relative to the excitation (as is seen in many of additional inhibition was included in the calculations the direction-selective cells in Figure 4 ), or if the inhibicomparing moving bar responses to responses pretion were itself direction-selective and activated only by dicted from flashing bar responses, the null responses stimuli moving in the null direction. If the inhibition is matched much better (dashed gray lines in Figure 7) . delayed relative to excitation, we would expect some Therefore, it is possible that a region of inhibition on the loss of direction selectivity anywhere in the receptive null side of the receptive field accounts for both the field for stimuli that are briefer either because they tradirection selectivity and the shape of the spatio-temporal map. That is, the upward and rightward slope of verse a smaller distance or because they move faster. For each cell, the total number of spikes for each direction of stimulus motion, under each condition of stimulus occlusion, were summed. The width of the activating region was measured using the moving bar stimulus. Then fractions of that region, plus the entire bar sweep to the null side of the stimulus sweep, were occluded. Thus, the timing of the stimulus sweep remained identical for all conditions. The estimates of the size of the occluded region must be approximate because the monkey's fixation was not perfect, so the absolute size of the activating region was not known. (C) Average responses for all eight cells tested for each occlusion condition. The ratio of the null to the preferred response (as a percentage) is also shown.
Indeed, most cells tested with a bar moving at 20Њ/s MT-projecting cells at the top of layer 6-the Meynert cells (Meynert, 1872; Lund et al., 1976; Spatz, 1975 ; showed loss of directionality without complete loss of responsiveness. Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Tigges et al., 1981; Movshon and Newsome, 1996) . LeGros Clark (1942) , Lund (1973) , Fries (1983, Inves. Ophthal. Vis. Sci., abstract), Rationale for Final Set of Experiments and Winfield et al. (1983) all describe Meynert cells as Fifteen of the 29 direction-selective cells in this study having asymmetrical basal dendrites, with a single dencould be assigned with some certainty to layer 5 or 6, drite often extending hundreds of micrometers in one because they were recorded within 300 m of the shift direction within layer 6. The black cell in Figure 9 is in receptive-field location on going from superficial copied from a drawing of a Meynert cell by Cajal (1899) (opercular) cortex, where receptive fields are foveal or and clearly has asymmetric basal dendrites. Layer 4B parafoveal, into the roof of the calcarine sulcus, where cells also often show asymmetrical basal dendritic fields receptive fields are more peripheral (Daniel and Whitter-(Elston and Rosa, 1997). idge, 1961) . There is also a characteristic preceding
The presence of an asymmetrical dendritic field in short distance of white matter, where no cellular activity a geniculate-input layer suggests a simple model for is encountered. Furthermore, the extracellular recordgenerating such a cell's direction selectivity that is conings for most of these deep-layer direction-selective sistent with the data presented so far. Figure 9 shows cells had very large spikes against a low background, a model based on this anatomy. A cell with an asymmetsuggesting that the cells themselves were large; many rical dendritic field has excitatory retinotopic inputs loof these cells were held for several hours, also sugcated primarily on the dendrites, and relatively denser gesting that they were large (Gur et al., 1997, Soc. Neu- inhibitory inputs on the cell body. It has been shown that rosci., abstract).
There is a population of very large, direction-selective, for both cat and monkey V1 pyramidal cells, inhibitory inputs are relatively denser on the cell body and proximal Tests of Model's Receptive-Field Mapping Predictions dendrites than on distal dendrites, whereas excitatory inputs tend to synapse more onto distal dendrites (CoIn the first series of experiments, whenever I encountered a well-isolated direction-selective unit, I used a lonnier, 1981; Freund et al., 1983; Beaulieu and Colonnier, 1985, Beaulieu, et al., 1992) . For Meynert cells, flashing bar stimulus to obtain eye position-corrected reverse correlation maps separately for the directionit is reasonable to suppose the inputs onto different regions of the cell and dendritic field are from the LGN, selective unit and the lower voltage activity (the background hash) in the same electrode-recorded simultaas shown, but for layer 4B cells, retinotopic inputs could come from layer 4C. This kind of distribution of retinoneously using two different window discrimination levels. I assume that the background hash should reflect the topic inputs would predict a cell with excitatory and inhibitory inputs from different regions of the visual field. local retinotopy. Reverse correlation maps at a series of times after stimulus onset (delays) were calculated Because of dendritic conduction delays, the model also predicts a shifting response time course across the reby taking each spike, looking back in time a given delay, and assigning that spike to the relative bar/eye position ceptive field, becoming faster going from the preferred toward the null side. That is, responses from the tips at that time (Jones and Palmer, 1987) . For all 12 strongly direction-selective units tested in this way, the backof the dendrite would be expected to be slower than responses from inputs nearer the cell body (Rall, 1964) .
ground hash was not direction selective. Figure 10 shows reverse correlation maps at a series of delays for This model predicts that the major basal dendrite should be oriented parallel to the cell's preferred directhree direction-selective units compared to their background hash. (Note: because elongated bars were used tion of motion and that it should extend away from the cell body toward the cell's preferred side. This model as stimuli, the shape of each map is largely determined by the stimulus shape, not the receptive-field shape, also predicts a space-time plot that looks something like the diagram at the top of Figure 9 . We can make two but the location of the center of the map should reflect the receptive-field location, at that delay. These further simple assumptions: (1) extracellular recording sites are likely to be near the soma, and (2) most cells are space-space maps, not space-time plots, as shown in previous figures.) For each direction-selective cell will have receptive fields that reflect the retinotopy of the inputs to that layer. If these assumptions are true, shown, the response map changes position as the delay is varied. In each case, the direction the peak moves is we can predict that, on average, (1) the cell-body part of the directional cell's receptive field (which should related to the cell's direction selectivity: the peak of the response map migrates toward the cell's preferred side correspond to the short latency transient part of the response) should have the same receptive-field location with longer delays. In Figure 10 , the maps for the background hash recorded from the same electrode as the as other nearby cells, and (2) that the part of the receptive field reflecting inputs onto the long asymmetrical direction-selective cells are located at about the same location as the peak of the direction-selective map at dendrite (which should correspond to the longer latency, sustained part of the excitatory response) should be short delays, but at longer delays, the direction-selective map shifts (toward its preferred side), while the nondispatially offset, toward the preferred side of that cell's receptive field. To see if any cells showed such spatial rectional hash map does not shift. Of the 12 directionselective cells tested in this way, 10 showed clear shifts offsets, I compared receptive-field locations of directionselective cells and surrounding nondirectional cells.
in their reverse correlation maps, and two did not. Of the 10 cells that showed shifts, all showed the same Surprisingly, not only some, but most, strongly directionselective cells tested, in both layer 6 and layer 4B, relationship between the cell and the background hash, consistent with the predictions of the proposed model. showed receptive-field offsets consistent with this model. I tested this three different ways.
(Had these 10 cells been plotted as in Figure 4 of the The direction-selective single unit and the background hash were differentially recorded using window discriminators. Each panel represents 3Њ ϫ 3Њ degrees of visual angle, oriented in visual space as the monkey would see it (that is, up in the map represents up in the monkey's visual field). The asterisk position within each set of panels represents the same point in visual space and is simply there for spatial reference. For each spike in the spike train, the computer looks back in time the indicated delay and assigns that spike to the most recent bar/eye position at that time. Each map therefore represents the response density for a given bar/eye position (in 20% increments above background) at a given time interval before each spike. The cells and hash were simultaneously mapped using a light bar, shown to scale for each pair, that flashed at random positions in and around the cells' receptive fields. The bar was the optimum orientation for the direction-selective cell, and is shown to scale in the first panel of each series, with the preferred direction as indicated. The stimulus duration in these experiments was 27 ms, with 27 ms between each stimulus presentation, so the responses at 10 ms do not represent ridiculously short latencies but rather the fact that the stimulus position changed only every 56 s, and the eyes do not change position very frequently. The responses at 10 ms represent the earliest responses to stimulus onset at each position, and the later delay times represent longer latency responses. The first two recordings were at 4Њ eccentricity, and the last recording was at 12Њ eccentricity. previous part of the study, they would have shown upwe would expect the receptive fields of simultaneously recorded nearby cells to be spatially offset to some rightward slanted space-time plots; the two cells that did not show shifts would have shown nonslanted plots.) extent, but the direction of the offset should be random if it is only due to receptive-field scatter. The pattern A shift in the response map could of course be predicted from the sloped space-time plots of other directionobserved here is not random, and is, in fact, the pattern predicted by the model I have proposed. selective cells. Any direction selectivity model that invokes a shifting time course across the receptive field Lastly, I made 1-2 mm-long penetrations, mapping activity every 50-100 m, roughly perpendicular to the would similarly predict that the reverse correlation map should shift toward the preferred side at longer delays, surface of the cortex, to look at the pattern of receptivefield position within columns. The peak positions of the but the model I have proposed in addition predicts that there should be a consistent relationship between the reverse correlation maps, calculated at 60 ms delays, are shown in Figures 12A-12C for three such penetraresponse map of the direction-selective cell and the maps of nearby cells.
tions. Each experiment consisted of recording from two electrodes with tips of the same length, less than 300 A second way to ask this same question is to map pairs of cells with pairs of closely spaced electrodes. In m apart, advanced together through the cortex. Each recording series was begun when the receptive-field a series of experiments recording with pairs and triplets of electrodes, in which the tips of the electrodes were location jumped from parafoveal to around 10Њ out in the visual field, indicating that the electrode had entered less than 0.3 mm apart, single direction-selective units and one to three nondirectional single units or multiunits the roof of the calcarine sulcus. Each series therefore probably begins with cells in layer 6 (shown at the botwere recorded and stimulated simultaneously to obtain reverse correlation maps. Figure 11 shows 15 such sets tom of each panel) and progresses upward toward more superficial layers. The horizontal axis represents reof reverse correlation maps. The reverse correlation maps were calculated at a 60 ms delay, to maximize ceptive-field location in the dimension perpendicular to the average preferred orientation of all the cells in the the predicted spatial offset. At shorter delays the offset was usually less, as would be predicted from the model. penetration. Scatter in the other dimension is not shown. The lines show a least squares fit with the receptive Some of the maps overlapped, but most showed some spatial offset between the direction-selective cell and fields of the nondirectional cells for each electrode penetration. Strongly direction-selective activity is indicated the nearby nondirectional cell(s). When there was a spatial offset, it was usually such that the map of the direcby arrowheads, pointing in the preferred direction. Because I sampled activity every 50-100 m, it is probable tion-selective cell was offset toward its own preferred side. Because there is scatter in receptive-field location that some of the apparent clustering of direction selectivity may simply represent recording of the same unit even within a cortical column (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974) , For each pair, one cell was a well-isolated single unit that was strongly directional. The other unit was either a single unit or multiunit hash and did not show direction selectivity. All cells were recorded in the roof of the calcarine sulcus and had receptive-field eccentricities between 10Њ and 15Њ. Each panel represents 5Њ ϫ 5Њ of visual field, oriented as in visual space. The direction-selective cell in each pair is shown in black, and the nondirectional cell(s) in gray. The cells were mapped using a light bar, shown to scale for each cell pair, that flashed at random positions in and around the cells' receptive fields. The cells usually had similar orientation preferences, and the bar used was the optimum orientation for the direction-selective cell. The preferred direction for each of the direction-selective cells is indicated in each panel. Stimulus duration was 27 ms, with 27 ms between stimuli. The reverse correlation maps represent firing density at each relative bar/eye position 60 ms before each spike. The maps are elongated because the stimuli were elongated, and therefore do not represent receptive-field shape but do accurately represent receptive-field location.
at more than one recording site. By inspection, in any strengths) for complex cells in anesthetized macaque V1. They found that the two-bar interaction kernels corgiven penetration, the long latency responses of the direction-selective cells tended to be offset toward their rectly predicted many aspects of cells' responses to drifting sine wave gratings, including direction selectivown preferred side, as predicted by my model. Figure  12D shows a histogram of long latency response map ity. Since they did not show single-bar response maps, the data presented here in no way disagree with their peak distance from the regression line for nondirectional cells (closed bars) and for direction-selective cells (open results, though one might assume from their concentration on second-order interactions that nothing of interest bars). On average, the peaks of the direction-selective cell response maps were offset by 0.3Њ toward their was observed in the single-bar (first order) kernels. preferred side.
One can, with some certainty, identify layers in alert Previous Evidence for Asymmetric Inhibition monkey striate cortex on physiological criteria. In these Several lines of evidence from studies in anesthetized penetrations, layer 6, where direction-selective cells are cat indicate that asymmetric inhibitory mechanisms may frequently found, can be identified by the jump in rebe used to generate direction selectivity. Palmer and ceptive-field location. One can tentatively identify layer Davis (1981b; their Figure 10 ) and Emerson et al. (1985) 4C by high spontaneous firing, lack of orientation selecshow examples of cells in which a region of light-bar tivity, and monocularity (Poggio et al., 1977; Livingstone inhibition is seen on the null side of the receptive field. and Maunsell and Gibson, 1992; Peterhans Using conditioning stimuli in the nondominant eye, Innoand von der Heydt, 1993; Snodderly and Gur, 1995) .
centi and Fiore (1974) and Hammond and Kim (1994) Several of the penetrations probably passed through mapped excitatory and inhibitory regions in directionlayer 4C and into layer 4B, where direction-selective selective cells in anesthetized cat and found spatially cells were again encountered. As shown in Figures 12B offset excitatory and inhibitory regions, with the inhibiand 12C, spatial offset of receptive fields toward the tory region lying toward the null side of the receptive preferred side was observed not only in layer 6, but also field. Ganz and Felder (1984) , Ganz (1984) , Emerson and in layer 4B. Gerstein (1977) , and Emerson et al. (1987) presented pairs of bars in sequence in either the preferred or the Discussion null direction and found that the response to a single bar was smaller when it was preceded by a stimulus Previous Studies on Directionality in the Primate from the null side than it would be to the second bar There have been no previous spatio-temporal mapping in isolation. Pharmacological studies also indicate that studies on direction-selective cells in primate V1, either inhibitory mechanisms are probably involved in generatanesthetized or alert. Hamilton et al. (1989) measured ing direction selectivity (Sillito, 1975 (Sillito, , 1977 Sato et Most previous physiological studies on direction selectivity were done on simple cells in anesthetized cat. (1994) used white noise stimuli to determine second order space-time spectra (essentially two-bar interaction
Emerson and colleagues (Emerson et al., 1987 (Emerson et al., , 1992 analyzed a small number of complex cells in anesthetized cat V1 and reported that single-bar response maps did not show either slanted space-time properties or response heterogeneity across the receptive field that might explain their direction selectivity. They could see direction-selective mechanisms only when they looked at 2-bar interactions. However, the complex cell shown in Figures 1 and 4 of Emerson et al. (1992) actually does show a space-time slant, though the slope would correspond to a much faster velocity than the cell's optimum velocity (as was seen for some cells in this study).
Previously Proposed Mechanisms for Generating Oriented Space-Time Properties
For a cell to have slanted space-time properties it must have timing differences between different parts of the receptive field. Such timing differences could arise intracortically or from inputs with different temporal properties.
Quadrature Model
The most popular theory for how slanted space-time characteristics might arise is that the cell sums inputs from antecedent cells having spatially and temporally offset receptive fields (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahumada, 1985) . The two-component slopes of some of the space-time plots shown here, and seen were often differences in the preferred orientation between the two
Inputs with Different Temporal Properties
electrodes and often a drift in preferred orientation with depth.) Then Saul and Humphrey (1990) proposed that slanted spacethe position along an axis perpendicular to that average orientation time profiles could arise from geniculate inputs with was measured for each peak locus, which is represented by the different temporal properties, i.e., lagged and nonlagged position on the x-axis in each plot. That is, receptive-field scatter in the dimension perpendicular to the average optimum orientation cells (Mastronarde, 1987; Humphrey and Weller, 1988) .
is shown, and scatter in the orthogonal dimension is not shown. The
The timing differences reported for geniculate cells in width of each panel represents 1.5Њ of visual angle in the dimension primates are probably too short to explain the slopes perpendicular to the average preferred orientation. Open and closed observed here (Irvin et al., 1986; Spear et al., 1994 ; Wang , indicating that the direction-selective cells tended to have receptive fields that were regression line was measured. For direction-selective cells, this distance was considered positive if the offset was toward the preferred spatially offset from surrounding nondirectional cells and that the spatial offset was usually toward each cell's preferred side. side of the cell's receptive field (consistent with the model) and from a distal dendritic synaptic input would be slower responses were not measured directly, but were assumed to be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign and smaller than the voltage change from an equivalent synaptic input at a more proximal dendritic location.
to responses to flashed bars of the opposite contrast (McLean and Palmer, 1989; McLean et al., 1994) . The Therefore a single class of inputs, with homogeneous temporal properties, could produce responses with difequivalent assumption is also made in studies comparing static and moving sine wave gratings when halfferent time courses depending on how far from the soma the inputs synapse. Rall also showed that the somatic wave rectification is assumed (Reid et al., 1987 (Reid et al., , 1991 Tolhurst and Dean, 1991) . Indeed, linear analysis does potential change as a result of a series of dendritic inputs activated at certain time intervals should be larger when not distinguish between excitation by one phase of a binary stimulus and inhibition by the other (see Reid et the activation order is toward rather than away from the cell body. This would produce direction selectivity only al., 1997). Though simple-cell receptive fields are organized in a mutually antagonistic, push-pull fashion (Huif the dendritic field were asymmetric, as proposed here. At this eccentricity (12Њ) the cortical magnification factor bel and Wiesel, 1962; Palmer and Davis, 1981a; Glezer et al., 1982; Ferster, 1988) , the excitation and oppositein V1 is about 0.4 mm/Њ (Van Essen et al., 1984 ). An active dendritic conduction velocity of 0.3 m/s (see Johnston et contrast inhibition within a subregion are actually not usually balanced (Heggelund, 1986 (Heggelund, ). al., 1996 would predict a delay of only a few ms across the receptive field of the cell shown in Figure 3 . There-
The intracellular study of Jagadeesh et al. (1993 Jagadeesh et al. ( , 1997 showed that membrane-voltage responses to moving fore, active dendritic conduction could explain the most horizontal spatio-temporal slopes of Figure 4 but would gratings in both preferred and null directions can be predicted accurately from responses to stationary tembe a bit too fast to explain the longer delay tails. However, dendritic signal propagation is complex and a porally modulated gratings. This indicates that excitatory and inhibitory changes in membrane voltage do number of factors, including thresholding, might contribute to conduction delays (Rall, 1964; Johnston et al., sum linearly, but the spike generating mechanisms are not linear. This does not mean that inhibitory mecha-1996) . A modification of the model, suggested by David Ferster, which might better explain the quite long latennisms are not involved in generating direction selectivity, it means only that inhibitory voltage changes add linearly cies seen in the tails of the space-time plots, would be if the inputs to the cell body and proximal dendrites with excitatory voltage changes, and that no significant amount of shunting inhibition is involved. were direct, but inputs to more distal dendrites were cortically delayed. The receptive-field offset predictions of this modified model would be essentially the same.
The Question of Subunits Many previous studies on direction-selective cells showed Inhibitory Mechanisms in Linear Models that direction selectivity is present throughout the reAs has been reported in many previous studies in the ceptive field, even in quite small subdivisions of the cat, I also found that the sum of temporally shifted receptive field, implying that there must be multiple diflashed-bar responses was larger than the total rerection-selective subunits (Barlow and Levick, 1965 ; sponse to the same bars flashed in sequence in the null Bishop et al., 1973; Emerson and Gerstein, 1977; Ganz, direction. For sine wave gratings, this implies either an 1984; Ganz and Felder, 1984; Emerson et al., 1987) . underestimation of inhibitory mechanisms or the pres- Barlow and Levick (1965) proposed that direction selecence of a thresholding operation (Jagadeesh et al., 1993, tivity in the rabbit retina was generated by a series of 1997). For the comparisons of flashed-bar responses direction-selective subunits combining excitation and made here, where the comparison stimuli are precisely inhibition, with the inhibitory region delayed relative to equivalent except for the order of presentation, an overexcitation and spatially offset toward the null side of the estimation of the magnitude of the null response can receptive field. The occlusion experiment suggests that only imply that the inhibition (or the withdrawal of excitathe number of subunits in the cells studied here is small, tion) was larger than was measured. I suggested that conceivably as small as one. If a cell had a large number one way to estimate an invisible inhibition would be to of identical subunits, one would expect the size of the assume that the underlying excitatory receptive field is maximum occlusion-induced null response to be only a spatially symmetric, and I calculated the spatially offset fraction of the maximum preferred response (Barlow inhibition needed to produce the observed receptive and Levick, 1965) , but some of the cells tested here field from a symmetrical one. By including this estimated showed occlusion-induced null responses that were half inhibitory input, predicted responses in both null and as large, or larger, than the nonoccluded preferred repreferred directions matched measured responses to sponse. Because there are multiple overlapping subreal moving stimuli much better. If the model is correct, units in their model, there is no overall spatial segregahowever, and the dendritic fields of many directiontion between excitation and inhibition, as seen here, selective cells are asymmetric, then the assumption that though the main difference might only be in the number the underlying excitatory input field is symmetric would of subunits. not be valid. Since there is no way of estimating the excitatory-input asymmetry at this point, this way of Conclusions estimating the actual inhibition has to remain a rough There is no reason for the results obtained here on comguess.
plex cells in alert monkeys to be the same as previous Most previous studies comparing predicted with real results from simple cells in anesthetized cats, unless responses also include an unmeasured inhibitory component. In some studies using flashing bars, inhibitory mechanisms underlying direction selectivity are general.
Yet despite the differences between cat and monkey, directional cells besides Meynert cells. Consistent with this, Elston and Rosa (1997) recently reported that layer simple and complex cells, and anesthetized and alert 4B cells also often show asymmetric basal dendritic preparations, the two major characteristics of directionfields. The 4B basal dendritic fields were not asymmetric selective cells observed in cat (shifting excitatory rein their tangential extent, as were those of Meynert cells, sponse time course and asymmetric inhibition) have but they did show an asymmetry in dendritic branch denbeen found, in this study, to characterize directionsity, with 40% of 4B cells showing dendritic branching at selective cells in the macaque. Because some directionleast twice as dense in one direction as in any other selective cells showed a shifting time course, others direction. showed asymmetric inhibition, and still others showed both, one could conclude that either mechanism could Experimental Procedures underlie direction selectivity in the primate.
I have proposed a single-cell model for direction seSingle units were recorded extracellularly with fine electropolished lectivity in which both mechanisms could contribute to tungsten electrodes coated with vinyl lacquer (Hubel, 1957 offset between excitation and inhibition. I propose that Data were collected from three male rhesus macaque monkeys.
the shifting response time course on the preferred side
Eye position was monitored with a search coil in a magnetic field of the receptive field is due to delays accumulated from as previously described (Judge et al., 1980) with an eye monitor dendritic conduction and thresholding, while the abrupt manufactured by DNI. At the beginning and end of each recording transiency on the null side is due to delayed inhibition.
session, the eye monitor was calibrated by rewarding the monkey for following a fixation spot that appeared randomly at each of the Indeed, the increased transiency of the excitatory refour corners and at the center of a 10Њ ϫ 8Њ rectangle on the monitor.
sponse on the null side of the receptive field is consistent multiple different time courses varying in both latency
With the three monkeys so far, the distortion across 10Њ of visual and transiency.
angle was minimal. During recording of neuronal activity, eye posi-A direction selectivity mechanism due entirely to tion was sampled at 250 Hz.
"spatio-temporal inseparability" would tend to be direcFor each cell, the optimum orientation was determined using a field of flashing oriented bars. Poststimulus response histograms, tion-selective over a narrow range of velocities, roughly space-time maps, and reverse correlation (space-space) maps were corresponding to the spatio-temporal slope. In contrast, obtained by using an optimally oriented bar flashed at random posia direction selectivity mechanism arising from asymmettions in and around the cell's activating region (Jones and Palmer, ric inhibition is likely to show a broader range of direc-1987). Stimulus duration was between 27 and 97 s; interstimulus interval was between 27 and 200 ms. A continuous record of spike tional velocities. The direction selectivity mechanism time (at 1 ms resolution), stimulus position, and eye position (at 4 proposed here is based on both properties, and therems resolution) was recorded. Afterwards, the data could be read fore should be even more robust. back as relative stimulus/eye position (which corresponds to stimuOthers have sought and failed, even with better techlus position on the retina) at any time before any given spike (Livingniques, to find correlates between dendritic morphology stone et al., 1996) .
To obtain poststimulus time histograms (PSTHs), 300 ms epochs and receptive-field properties, such as orientation selecfollowing stimulus onset at each given relative bar/eye position tivity, in cat V1 (Martin and Whitteridge, 1984) . Neverthe-(which corresponds to stimulus position on the retina) were averless, no one has reported looking for correlations beaged together. Thus, PSTHs were generated for each stimulus positween direction selectivity and dendritic morphology, tion on the retina at stimulus onset. For the PSTHs, we only correct so my proposed hypothesis does not contradict any for eye position at stimulus onset because (1) responses are transient so stimulus onset position is probably most critical, (2) (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) . References During mapping, the monkey was rewarded with a single drop of juice or water for keeping his gaze for 2-4 s within 1Њ of a small
Adelson, E.H., and Bergen, J.R. (1985) . A laminar analysis of the ceptive field while the monkey fixated a 0.05Њ spot. Responses were number of round-asymmetrical and flat-symmetrical synapses on collected only when the monkey's gaze was within 1Њ of the fixation spines, dendritic trunks, and cell bodies in area 17 of the cat. J. spot for the entire stimulus sweep but were not corrected for eye Comp. Neurol. 231, [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] . position. Cells were defined as direction-selective cells only if the Beaulieu, C., Kisvarday, Z., Somogyi, P., Cynader, M., and Cowey, response to one direction of stimulus motion was at least three A. (1992) . Quantitative distribution of GAGA-immunopositive andtimes larger than the response to the other direction.
immunonegative neurons and synapses in the monkey striate cor-A Zeos 120 mHz Pentium computer was used for stimulus generatex. (area 17). Cerebral Cortex 2, 295-309. tion and data collection. Stimuli were presented on a 21 in NEC multisynch monitor with a 72 Hz refresh rate, and the monitor screen Bishop, P.O., Goodwin, A.W., and Henry, G.H. (1973) . Direction sewas 65 cm in front of the monkey. visual field on the cerebral cortex in monkeys. J. Physiol. 159, The calculation is analogous to the line-weighting calculation of 203-221. McLean and Palmer, 1989 , except that it weights the slope equally Dean, A.F., and Tolhurst, D.J. (1986) . Factors influencing the tempowith respect to both space and time dimensions, and it gives the ral phase of response to bar and grating stimuli for simple cells in ratio of elongation of the major and minor axes.
the cat striate cortex. Exp. Brain Res. 62, 143-151. First the background is subtracted, and positive values of the DeAngelis, G.C., Ohzawa, I., and Freeman, R.D. (1993). Spatiotemspace-time plot are interpolated to give a 100 ϫ 100 x, t matrix poral organization of simple-cell receptive fields in the cat's striate representing 5Њ ϫ 100 ms. The center of mass of the matrix is cortex. I. General characteristics and postnatal development. J. calculated and assigned position 0, 0 at the center of a 100 ϫ 100
Neurophysiol. 69, 1091-117. matrix. Then a 2 ϫ 2 matrix A is constructed: Elston, G.N., and Rosa, J.G.P. (1997 
